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Most charts are available for purchase in two
popular sizes. Standard Letter Size for North
American printing and European Standard of
A4 paper size. Be sure to order the correct item,
but if you make a mistake, just let me know and I
will switch it up so you have the correct item.

Timing Dowsing Chart

$5.00

The Timing Chart enables you to dowse, Day, Month, Year, and Time. On
one easy to use pendulum dowsing chart.
Updated January 2017

Best Time of Day Dowsing Chart

$5.00

This Chart will assist you in dowsing the Best Time of Day to take a
supplement or to take a walk, meditate, go to bed etc.
Updated September 2009

When Dowsing Chart

$5.00

This Chart will assist you in dowsing durations, it contains items such as
Hours, Minutes, Days, Years etc. and the numbers 1 thru 12. This chart
could be used to dowse supplements.
Updated October 2009

Hours/Minutes/Seconds Dowsing Chart

$5.00

This Chart will assist you in dowsing Hours, Minutes, and Seconds. This
chart could be used to dowse the best time to take a supplement, the best
time to complete an action, etc.
Updated December 2009

Bach Flower Essences Dowsing Chart
All the Bach Flower Essences and Rescue Remedy. On one easy to use
pendulum dowsing chart.

$5.00

Dr Schuellser's Cell Salts Dowsing Chart
The 12 Dr Schuellser Cell Salts with a dosage selection on one handy
chart.

$5.00

Young Living Essential Oils & Blends
A complete list of Young Living Essential Oils and Blends on 4 Pendulum
Dowsing Charts

$15.00

Archangel Dowsing Chart
Dowse to see which Archangel would be of most assistance to you for
working on each issue.

$5.00

Ascended Masters

$8.00

There are 3 charts included in this set. Many times, something will pop up
and we may ask ourselves... Why in am I experiencing this? What is my
lesson? How can I change this pattern? This set of chart helps us to answer
these questions.

Set of 3 Blank Dowsing Chart
This is a set of 3 blank dowsing charts in 3 different sizes 5, 10 & 15.

$8.00

Entity Attachment Dowsing Chart
This chart is used to identify Entity Attachments.

$6.00

Non-Beneficial Energies Dowsing Chart

$6.00

There are 2 charts included in this set containing possible Detrimental
energies that you may encounter in and around your home, work place
etc.. Many times, something will pop up and we may ask ourselves... Why
am am I experiencing this? This chart could very well point you in the
right direction. These Charts are included in many of the Dowse This
Series of Books and Booklets, if you own some of the series please check
for the charts in one prior to purchasing.

Levels of Self / Subtle Bodies Chart
This chart is used to identify the Levels of Your Body.

$5.00

Pendulum Calculator Dowsing Chart
This chart is used dowse for numbers, costs, I've used it to dowse what my
home would sell for, how many supplements to take, how many days...
etc.

$5.00

Request Assistance Dowsing Chart
Request Assistance is a set of 3 handy charts to use when dowsing
anything and everything. You can dowse whom best would provide you
with assistance to complete your dowsing task.

$8.00

Updated: November 14, 2012

Something's Lost Dowsing Chart

$5.00

There are 2 charts included in this set to enable you to dowse for lost
items. The First chart contains lists of possible locations in your home
where your item may be lost. There are also 4 blank locations where you
can write in your unique locations. Chart 2 is to help refine your search

Crystals
This is a collection of 6 charts containing 209 different crystals as well as
a chart of what you might need to do with the crystal you have dowsed.

$15.00

Who Did I Give My Power To

$19.95

This set of 9 charts is designed to assist you to take back your power.
Included is a short 4 page description of how to use these charts to create
the life you know you can have. These charts can also be found in the
book Dowse This… Take Back Your Power.

How Should I View This

$6.00

There are 2 charts included in this set. Many times, something will pop up
and we may ask ourselves... Why in am I experiencing this? What is my
lesson? How can I change this pattern? This set of chart helps us to answer
these questions.

How Should I Respond
This set of 4 charts gives clarity to a situation. When you simply are not
sure of the best response for a situation. This chart will help you remove
yourself from over thinking and overcome self-doubt.

$9.00

Therapeutic Processes

$15.00

This group of 7 Charts contains 187 different Therapeutic Modalities and
Processes that you can use to Heal your Issues. The list is quite varied
including items such as Accept Responsibility, Chiropractic Adjustment,
Rolfing, Ear Candling, EFT etc. I have also left spaces on the last chart for
you to fill in some of your own favourite Therapeutic Processes. Before
you purchase you may want to check out the Therapeutic Processes Chart
on Steroids here. Dowse This... Healing Modalities & Processes

Focused Questions

$5.00

In the past we have relied on the specific movements of our pendulums to
give us answers to our questions. As a chart dowser why do I rely on
esoteric pendulum movements, why not create a chart that will tell me
what I want to know about the answers to my questions.

Heart Health Charts

$9.00

This set of 5 Charts concern Heart Health, the first 2 consist of Individual
Parts of the Heart, this was a Chart of the Month in January 2013. It also
contains the February 2013 Chart of the Month entitled Maintain a
Healthy Heart which contains 3 charts of supplements and heart healthy
activities. Purchased individually this set would cost $14.00

Dosage Charts

$6.00

This set of Charts Contains 2 Charts that will enable you to dowse for the
proper Dosage of your supplements. These charts are contained in the
Book "Dowse This... Holistically Healthy" so if you have this book you
don't need to purchase these charts. Published in "Dowse This... Holistically Healthy

Sleep Aids Charts
This set of 3 Charts contains items for dowsing such as Supplements,
Herbs, Teas, Treatments, etc to assist you in determining what you should
do to deal with insomnia.

$7.00

Homeopathic Insomnia Charts

$8.00

This is a set of 3 charts containing 64 possible Homeopathic Remedies
you can use when you are experiencing Insomnia. Homeopathic remedies
are used to heal the Root Cause, not to apply a bandaid to the problem. It
also contains a Homeopathic Dosage Chart.

Menopause Dowsing Charts
This is a set of 3 charts containing supplements, treatments etc for females
dealing with Menopause.

$7.00

Female Fertility Dowsing Charts
This is a set of 5 charts containing supplements, treatments etc for females
dealing with Fertility Issues.

$9.00
Male Reproductive & Urinary System Dowsing Charts
This chart Contains the Male Anatomy items. An invaluable chart to add
to your Dowsing Chart tool kit.

$5.00

Dowse Your Professional Dowsing Charts

$13.00

This is a set of 9 charts to assist you in dowsing prior to entering into any
type of purchase agreement or contract. It contains over 100 possible
issues that might arise when you are hiring someone. Consider that you
might dowse if the person you are dealing with is honest and you receive a
yes answer, and you proceed with the business transaction. But, it is not
really the employee/salesman that you are dealing with that calls the shots
it is the business. In order to ask the appropriate Yes/No questions you
need to know what to ask. Using Charts helps to bypass this dowsing
limitation.

Next Step Dowsing Chart

$5.00

This new chart was created by the people on my Facebook Group. One of
the members wanted a chart that would give them an idea of what to do
when they have run out of ideas. Haven't we all run into a brick wall and
have just run out of ideas one where to focus next when dowsing an issue.
Hopefully this chart which is super useful in my opinion will prove
helpful.

Anatomy of the Brain Dowsing Chart
This is collection of 3 charts containing parts of the brain.

$7.00
Mental Impairment Dowsing Chart

$10.00

This is collection of 6 charts with possible mental impairments. I have to
say I don't agree with all the impairments as listed but I had to go with
what I researched. This set of charts is also included in the Book "Dowse
This... Explore Your Past Lives, Future Lives & Parallel Lives" so if you
have that book please don't buy this set of charts.

The Six Brain Functions
A simple chart of the Brain Functions, this contains only 6 items.

$5.00
Reasons for Psychic Attack

$6.00

It was requested on my Facebook group that I create a chart with possible
reasons someone may have Psychic Attacked you. Thinking knowing the
reason behind the attack would make it easier to deal with the attack. This
set of 2 charts currently has 47 possible reasons. You could also use the
chart to check for reason's some might have verbally attacked you either
personally or on a social forum etc.

Weather Dowsing Charts

$8.00

The Folks on my Facebook Group decided they would like a chart for
dowsing the Weather, one never really knows what to expect, how to plan
for vacation etc. The request was for basic weather conditions with times
of the day so one might also dowse daily weather. I added a percentage
option as well because everyone who follows Mirrorwaters knows we
never dowse straight up Yes and No style questions, it is always
Percentage/Probability of an event occurring. Enjoy the Charts.

Cellular Anatomy Dowsing Chart
This is only 1 chart with the Anatomy of the Cells listed. This could alert
you to areas of the cell that are not behaving as they should. You can then
provide adjustments to specific areas.

$5.00
Acupuncture Dowsing Charts
This Chart set contains 18 charts. One with the Meridians and the
remainder are charts containing the Acupuncture Points.
Acupuncture charts will allow you to Dowse where you have blockages, I
then use intent to clear the blockages, or if you have a Tong REN doll you
can tap the point (this is just intent too so not necessary IMHO) You could
also download pictures from the internet and tap the point on a picture or
use acupressure and simply press on a point for a dowsed amount of time.
You could chose to Clear, dissolve; change the frequency, etc of the
blockages. Dowse which order to clear the the blockages, test to see if you
need a clockwise spin or a counterclockwise spin to neutralize the
blockage or do acupressure. Also, you could work at developing your
clearing statement.

Root Chakra Charts
This set of Dowsing Charts consists of 17 Charts to help you discover and
correct any imbalances in your Root Chakra.

$20.00

Updated January 31, 2012

Sacral Chakra Charts
This set of Dowsing Charts consists of 22 Charts to help you discover and
correct any imbalances in your Sacral Chakra.

$20.00

Updated January 31, 2012

Solar Plexus Chakra Charts
This set of Dowsing Charts consists of 24 Charts to help you discover and
correct any imbalances in your Sacral Chakra. It also includes a Bonus
Dog Chakra Chart.

$20.00

Updated Feb 29, 2012

Heart Chakra Charts
This set of Dowsing Charts consists of 25 Charts to help you discover and
correct any imbalances in your Heart Chakra.

$20.00

Updated Apr 1, 2012

Throat Chakra Charts
This set of Dowsing Charts consists of 25 Charts to help you discover and
correct any imbalances in your Throat Chakra.

$20.00

Updated July 1, 2012

Brow Chakra Charts
This set of Dowsing Charts consists of 28 Charts to help you discover and
correct any imbalances in your Brow Chakra.

$20.00

Updated September 9, 2012

Crown Chakra Charts
This set of Dowsing Charts consists of 26 Charts to help you discover and
correct any imbalances in your Crown Chakra.

$20.00

Updated October 1, 2012

Aura Dowsing Charts
The Aura Dowsing Charts were the December 2011 Chart of the Month,
they consist of 12 Dowsing Charts which allow you dowse for issues with
Your Aura.

$15.00
Chakra Chart; Complete Set – Discount 63%
This is the Full Set Chakra Charts which includes all 7 Chakras and the
Aura Charts. If purchased separately these would cost $155.00

$58.00

Dowse This… Book Series
"Dowse This... Angelic Assistance" Booklet

$32.95

This book will have several charts of Angels, Archangels, Ascended
Masters, the 12 Apostles etc to use for requesting Angelic Assistance
where required. When you purchase this book you will add 63 Charts to
your Dowsing Tool Chest. You can dowse your most appropriate angel
guides, there are also 8 charts containing 197 possible Angel Messages.

"Dowse This... What is Going On With Your Child"

$35.00

Haven't we all wondered "What is Going On With My Child? Children are
pretty complex individuals and it is hard to know how we can help them
traverse the world safely and effectively. This Booklet contains 76 Charts
to help you to understand what is going on with your child and how you
can help, this chart set alone contains 26 charts with a possible 571 items
to dowse. There is a chart for dowsing what is going on with your baby.
Along with many charts to further investigate what is really going on.

"Dowse This... Who Am I? Character Traits & Archetypes"
Booklet
This book contains 26 Charts with a total of 701 possible Archetypes that
may need to be balanced or cleared. To create a more centered and
enlightened you. As well as supporting charts.

$25.00
"Dowse This...Dowsing Essentials" Booklet
This book contains 25 Charts. This set of charts are the charts that I
consider essential when dowsing. I like to have these charts handy at all
times. In fact I created this booklet primarily for my personal use.

$25.00
"Dowse This...Take Back Your Power, Clear Your Negative
Imprints" Booklet

$35.00

This booklet contains the Complete Take Back Your Power Set which is
also available on Mirrorwaters as well as 29 Negative Imprint Charts a
total of 701 possible imprints. That seems like a lot but truly there could
be thousands. These 701 however will provide you with many clues to
discover and clear your Imprints. I have been working on these Imprint
Charts for 5 years and finally I have published them

"Dowse This... Dowse for Your Animal Totem and Other
Animal Guides" Booklet

$25.00

Have you ever wondered how to determine your Totem Animal? This was
a question I heard so often I decided to create a dowsing chart to simplify
the process. A few years ago I began to collect lists of animals and soon
my list became too large for a simple chart. This book consists of 27
dowsing charts and 1 blank chart to assist you in discovering your totem,
power, message, guide, and/or medicine animal to name but a few. This
book also contains Dinosaurs and Mythical Creatures.

Dowse This… Your Relationships; Personal & Professional
The Most Requested set of dowsing charts in a comprehensive easy to
dowse format. A great addition to the “Dowse This…” Dowsing Chart
Book Series.
$45.50

At one time or another, we all have questions and concerns about our
relationships with loved ones and in the workplace that we'd appreciate
having the answers to. This book was created for those individuals who
seek additional insight and guidance from their guides to help them in
their everyday decision-making process.
Inside you will find 183 individual Charts to dowse what is going on with
your Relationships, Your Job, Your Children and Even your Pets.
Included in this book are charts such as “What is Really Going On” which
alone contains 753 possible items. You will find charts on blocks to
having the relationship or Job of your dreams. Things you might do to
improve your Relationship or Work Environment. Places you might find
that perfect someone.

Dowse This… Explore Your Past Lives, Future Lives &
Parallel Lives

$42.50

An extremely comprehensive set of 155 Dowsing Charts, which can be
used to explore Your Past Lives, Future Lives & Parallel Lives. They can
be useful for exploring your other lives for curiosity’s sake, or they can be
used to assist healing in your current life relationships as well as your
emotional and physical health. Included is a set of Life Purpose Charts
containing 242 separate items which can also be used to dowse your
current life purposes, missions or tasks. As you dowse your past lives,
future lives & parallel lives, the choices and associations that you make in
your current life can take on new meaning. Why not start today?

Dowse This… Holistically Healthy

$43.50

The 162 dowsing charts contained between the pages of this book will
help guide you to take control over the care of you own health. The charts
contain information on common supplements, herbs and vitamins, as well
as 30 food charts that can be used to determine which items you need to
have incorporated into your diet. The charts can be used to alert you to
foods which should be added to, or eliminated from your diet due to
intolerance or allergies. The Spice Chart is a fun and creative way to
flavor up your favorite soups, stews and brews, or dowse to create new
and exciting taste sensations! The Organs and Body Systems charts will
help you know if your body is working for you at maximum potential.
These charts include possible causes and treatments of any health issues
you may have. Let your imagination help you in taking charge of your
body and health – let these charts be your guide

Dowse This… Empower Yourself, Create Your Own
Custom Charts

$25.00

This book of 64 Charts is available on Lulu.com in a handy coil bound
format. Use the blank charts to create your own custom dowsing charts
designed specifically for you, your life, and environment. The book is
organized so you can create your own title for each chart and your own
table of contents. Also included is a Consciousness Level Chart for use
with the book Power Vs. Force by Dr. David Hawkins, and a
Measurement Chart for dowsing beneficial or detrimental effects of the
dowsed choices a Dosage Chart for any supplements you might take, and
an Alphabet Dowsing Chart.

“Dowse This… Healing Modalities/Processes”

$32.95

This book is the Therapeutic Processes chart on Steroids! It contains a set
of Charts entitled Healing Modalities/Processes (formerly Therapeutic
Processes) that contains 26 charts with 538 different dowsing options as
well as various supporting charts. The Healing Modalities/ Processes
Charts is larger set of similar charts that you will find in a few Dowse
This books.”. The Modalities Charts became too big to add to other books
therefore I have created this supplement to add to your chart resources.

Dowse This... Your Journey to Emotional Balance

$27.50

This life we are living today is our personal journey. We have the power
to create the life we desire. Research has shown that our emotions affect
our health. But what does one do about it? How does one discover which
particular emotion is causing a problem? For instance, something may
have happened to you as a small child, which the mind has long since
forgotten, but the body is still holding onto in some way. These charts
were created to assist in discovering these hidden problematic emotions.
Our emotions, feelings, and thoughts shape who we are today. If what is
happening to us now is a cause for concern, then we need to make
changes. If it is true that our feelings and thoughts shape who we are then

it follows that we need to make changes to our emotions, feelings &
thoughts. This book contains 62 Dowsing Charts to assist us in reclaiming
our lives.

Dowse This... Take Control of Your Allergies
With the introduction of GMO foods and all the chemicals in our homes
and environment, allergies seem to have become rampant. So many people
have allergies these days and it is sometimes almost impossible to
discover what may be causing the issue.

$27.50

This book contains 128 Charts to assist you in taking control of your
allergies, several of these charts are also in the book Dowse This...
Holistically Healthy. So if you have that book you may prefer to
individually purchase the charts that are not currently included in
Holistically Healthy. I will compile a list of the charts in the near future
for your convenience. I have marked a few of the new charts in the Table
of Charts by listing them in purple
.

Dowse This… Lighting the Heaven Road – A Guide to
Crossing Spirits Over

$45.00

Entities remain earthbound for a plethora of reasons. Some are nefarious,
some through ignorance, some also due to a feeling of obligation, or love.
Others may remain to continue with an earthly addiction or obsession. An
Entity may even be attached to an Entity attached to a Person, Pet, Place,
or Thing.
Possessing Spirits are LOST SOULS, which may be suffering. Even
though they may argue that they are not and indicate that they want to
remain earthbound, I believe we are doing them a disservice by not doing
everything possible to educate them on their current circumstances and
what they are missing out on by remaining in the Earth Realm and
ultimately guiding them to the LIGHT
Remember, too, we are not “Kicking Them Out,” or getting “Rid of
Them,” but we are assisting them to continue on their journey in the most
loving way possible. Some of the reasons for an earthbound spirit
remaining in the Earth Realm are quite tragic, as in the case of a death
caused by a battle or a terrorist attack, etc. The entity may still be here out
of ignorance of their situation and does not Need to be “Kicked Out,” but
to have his or her circumstance gently explained. Once they are aware,

they are often very willing to go to the light.
This book contains 144 Charts to assist you in guiding Lost Souls to
'Heaven'. There are 20 charts with Reason's why a Lost Soul may still be
on this Earthly Plane, as well as numerous items that will assist the Entity
to inform you why they are still here, this will better help you to assist
them to the light.

Dowse This… (Title is Still Under Review)
This book is going to be great!!!! It is in the formatting stages and
will be available very soon.
Title and Cover are still being decided

DISCOUNTED CHARTS
Chart of the Month – Discounted 30%

30% OFF

A different Chart is featured every month and discounted at 30% OFF
original price with a coupon. Usually updated at the 1st of the month with
the coupon expiring on the last day of the month at 11:59 pm. Check often
for great deals.

Almost Free Dowsing Charts E-Book –
Discounted 80%

$3.00

This book contains information on chart dowsing and 6 essential charts for
beginning dowsers. Charts Included; Yes/No Chart (2 styles),
Percentage/Probability Chart, Alphabet Chart, Chakra Chart, Health
Gauge, Health Gauge Measurement. If purchased separately these charts
would be $20 as you can still download the Alphabet Charts free in
several languages.

Directions Chart – Discounted 50%

$3.00

This chart could be helpful when performing; map dowsing, remote
dowsing, find your best possible sleeping direction, your best possible
healing direction, you best possible meditation direction, the quadrant of
the house where you might find a lost item, the quadrant of the room
where you might find a lost item, which direction to head for your
morning walk, which area you should take your next holiday in, while

vacationing which direction will I most enjoy exploring today? These are
just a few ideas on how you might use the chart

Alphabet Charts – Discounted 100%
Currently we have Alphabet Charts in the following languages. I will add
languages on request with review assistance from the person requesting.

FREE

Bulgarian, Spanish, Danish, German, Greek, Russian & Vietnamese

Pendulum Tarot – Discounted 67%

$3.00

These charts can be used to dowse for any deck you own with the standard
72 Card Tarot Deck containing Major Arcana, Wands, Swords, Pentacles
and Cups. Fun way to pull a card when you don’t have your cards handy.
Regular Cost $9.00 giving you a 67% Discount

Druid Ogham – Discounted 40%
Several years ago I had a request for a set of Druid Ogham Charts, I had
no clue what this was so I purchased a book and then I recreated the
symbols one line at a time.

$3.00

Rune Charts – Discounted 40%
Who doesn’t love Runes! I recreated this chart the same way I created the
ogham symbols, one line at a time. Great way to draw some runes when
you don’t have your Rune Stones or Rune Deck handy.

$3.00

Druid Animals – Discounted 50%
These charts were created based on another popular card Deck, but can be
used to dowse for animal guides etc. There are 2 charts included one with
the Gaelic names for the animals and one with English names.

$3.00

Daily Devotional – Discounted 63%
Dowsing Using the Daily Devotional Chart -- This chart's could be helpful
when:

$3.00




Asking for Guidance from the Bible on a specific problem?
Just wanting to get some guidance for your day?

Something Is Not Right – Discounted 63%
When this chart was a free chart on Mirrorwaters it was one of my most
popular charts! Everyone loves it. There are 4 pages included, one chart of
items to dowse and 3 pages of definitions of the items on the chart.

$3.00

Astrology Dowsing Charts – Discounted 10%

$9.00

This is another set of charts requested by one of our guests, I am not that
knowledgeable on the subject so purchased several books on the subject. I
think these charts turned out amazing. The chart set contains 5 charts,
Lunar Phases, Signs of the Zodiac – Houses, Signs of the Zodiac - The
Planets, Signs of the Zodiac - The Aspects, Blank Astrology Chart

Investments – Discounted 50%

$3.50

These are charts I created for myself originally for managing my own
investments until one of the Mirrorwaters Guest requested some. I had not
thought to share them until then. Please note Investing is Risky business
and by providing these charts I am not advocating dowsing investments.

Stock Sectors – Discounted 50%
Set of 2 charts containing Stock Sectors for investment purposes.

$3.00

Please note Investing is Risky business and by providing these charts I am
not advocating dowsing investments.

Forex – Discounted 50%

$3.00

Set of 2 charts, one of Actively Traded Currency pairs as well as one
including Active and several of the lesser traded currency pairs.With buy
sell options as well. Please note Investing is Risky business and by
providing these charts I am not advocating dowsing investments.

Lottery Charts – Discounted 50%
2 charts 1 with numbers 1 – 49 and 1 containing numbers 1 – 50.

$3.00

Gluten Intolerance – Discount 63%

$10.00

These Charts will be included in the book Dowse This… Take Control of
Your Allergies soon to be released. This set contains 22 charts for
dowsing your possible gluten intolerance or allergy, includes a chart of
inflammation inducing Nightshades

Lyme Disease & Rife Frequencies – Discount 88%
Lyme Disease and its co-infections are debilitating to so many so I have
created several charts containing RIFE Machine Lyme and Co-infection
Frequencies. This set contains 63 Charts.

$3.00

Yoga Styles – Discounted 50%

$3.00

There are also a set of 6 charts containing the various Yoga Asana's to
assist you in designing a Yoga Session that will benefit you, if you are an
instructor, dowse to see what kind of session would most benefit each of
your classes.

Yoga Asana’s – Discounted 67%

$3.00

This is a set of 6 charts containing the various Yoga Asana's to assist you
in designing a Yoga Session that will benefit you, if you are an instructor,
dowse to see what kind of session would most benefit each of your
classes.

I will continue to add discounted charts to
this section.

